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In The Name of Allah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful
My the grace and the blessing be upon whom follow the Prophet

Introduction
Our entrance and association with the Taliban is a question of Shariea (Islamic Law)
this is a must for us:
1. Listening and obeying all the time
2. Not to separate them from the difficult tasks, especial being careful in customs
and tradition
3. Continuing in giving advice and trying to help them protect the bases and surpass
this stage.
4. Doing what is right, and not to take sides being careful not to give an opinion no
matter how huge the problem is, at least at our level.
During this period of time and we face positive and negative impacts, let us touch on the
second one, let try to characterized and what boundary we exceeded and plan a practical
missions that will improve our image on the fighting front which will effect our Jihad
mission in general and if God’s welling.
What have we mentions in point number 4 above, a reflections on the psyche on the Arab
and Pakistanis in general, and it appear clearly with their egotistical point of view
towards the Afghani and how much mistakes they have done and how much they resist to
learn from their mistakes, to the point that we became part of the problem and we neglect
to share with them some of the important issues and we became nothing but an advisors
and critics (Theoretically point of view) rather than joining them in practical way, and up
to this point we have not passed to that level ( Except in a very small amount of cases,
which had ended up of distrust, fear and ego of what will the Afghani do) saying that will
give us a clear picture of the negative impact on the positions of the Amier or the
responsible person leading him to noting but waver and hesitations to make any dictions
fearing the fall to a bigger mistakes and avoiding the blaming eyes, and in case of success
or failures he will the tradition questions- Look, have we not told you so!!? This will
make his flocks gain nothing but distrust of the leadership and nothing but hesitations.
4-And the last point also have a great negative impact that effect the lack of theoretically
and factual experience leading to the end results of explaining their justification to the
laymen , which will discover the truth eventually and resulting to the lost of the trust in
the leadership to the point of searching for new leadership that is capable of taking
control the situations during this time despite the end results, which I have noticed and
touched during the past four years in so many times that I have faced critics and complain
from the laymen toward the above problem and it became noting but reiterations and the
answer are well known and despite their dissatisfactions, some will say we have no other
place to go too. I am very sure if we open the doors of Chechnya now – In the season of
missions- we will see a burst of more than 70% of the youth from this line or other
streaming to there without hesitations, and it is a noticeable and well known fact through
the speeches and confessions of the brothers. Forcing only a small amount of to stay

behind in Afghanistan, those whom have the responsibility of their family or those who
obey their Amir’s even without convictions.
I say that now with great sorrows and pain to what have become of us in Afghanistan and
also the Taliban, we are not the only one responsible of carrying the end results but also
those whom played a great part of the criticisms and not believes from the beginning and
towards the Taliban regime especially those who are not aware of the case and the
situations (Such as Abu Musa’ab Al Suri and those whom criticize the Taliban despite
how much they benefit form this lands either in the Jihadi missions, training, shelters
even for a short time running away from the pursuit )
5-Some of the negative impact points from the above point also the educations of
Mujahdeen that created inflation in some of the military training part such as excise in
(Defense or Heavy) and lacking other issues such as ( Attacks, maneuvers, withdrawal.
Mind fields) and I do believe in that whole heartedly, the fight in Afghanistan and its
legal validity can be considered as training field to our brothers the Mujahdeen’s. In fact
after the end of our fight in Afghanistan soon if God’s willing, the fight will change to a
more savage fight all of the area with organized forces, equipped and ready for the fight.
It is will known that our current policy are defense more than support to the point of
understanding our enemy way off thinking, and anticipating his attacks and the level of
the attacks but at the same time lacking the experience of attacks which are very
important part of our Jihadi missions in general and on the level of our small groups.
6- Additionally the training and educations of our Mujahdeen’s whom have a trust in
themselves and capable of carrying the fighting missions in every aspects, the fight of
truth against the vain. Also the search of the correct leadership whom we are building our
foundations on, those do believe of factual more than theoretical leaving aside our
philosophical thinking.
This is a danger fact we will face in the near future, after our leadership and cadre
achieves the correct frame of mind, those who faced many slaps and stumbles, may God
bless them with his grace.

SOLUTIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
1. Introducing or suggesting general political views to the regime, especially what is
related to our brothers Al Mujahdeen from the moment he enters to
Afghanistan, training and a plan for the general direction, and taking care of him
till the end, by giving and taking and the theoretical and the functional way.
2. Installing a political management system to introduce the general organization of
the regime, follow up, advancement and growth and not to make it independent in
any way.
3. Have a future look towards the training programs, and general political training
with what we have, a trained Mujahed brother who knows to change matters and
work with it, and also to help solve all problems and matters which will face him
on the frontline (whether managerial or fighting etc.)
4. Putting in place politics which are clear to join the Taliban on the front, which

takes into consideration all the points we mentioned before, and whatever Allah
wills, and without separation from this place and another.
And as far as the last point we suggest other matters:
A. Continuing by making important , defense matters, support and uplifting of spirit as it
is now with putting in place a plan, real and complete to put our brothers in the
opposition of the Taliban and opposing the affect or fear about our young men, because
there is not anything that is dear in Islam, and the hopes are written, our belief is firm,
taking into consideration all that Allah ordained us to make the losses minimal, or to
surpass a situation which would put us in a position to have the Taliban killed from:
First-taking precautions for example putting people in the rear as a precaution during the
fight to help who needs help or to support the needed support to our brothers, in case the
Taliban abandon them.
Second-Having a medical unit from our brothers to assist and help the injured, ours
especially and the others in general.
Third-Having artillery support near to our brothers who are fighting with us, which will
be used in case of any situation.
Fourth-Watching the general situation for attack to inform our brothers in case
something
unexpected happens during the resistance.
Fifth-To assist with small groups in the beginning to inflict possible damage.
B. Putting conditions on the Taliban if there was an attack, our brothers are sent to the
front lines of the enemy which are opposing our actual positions to facilitate all the help
which we mentioned in paragraph A. The most important is to let our brothers know it
completely, maybe that way we can prepare the battle ground for us to attack.
C. Helping in defense, only in preparing the heavy weapons to support the attacks of the
Taliban and this matter faces many challenges:
1. Not having enough good weapons
2. Not enough ammunition with the Taliban, and the lack of ammunition in the
market to buy it.
3. The difficulty of arranging that with the Taliban, because the consider the heavy
weapons, and it’s ammunition one the matters that they must control completely.
4. Lack of patience for our brothers to stay with the artillery in the rear for a long
time,
And at last my opinion is what was in A. the most important is to avoid embarrassment
with our brothers or the Taliban and it includes the many ways mentioned before, and this
to depend on killing the Taliban who will run, and this a method in the methods of
fighting. With the importance of trying to advise our brothers the Taliban to attend to
their political side and military matters (training, planning, and have a good relations with
the forces and others).
That is what appears to me and maybe it is from shortsightedness, but it follows from
experience in operations of four years on the front in Kabul
Your brother
Abd Al Hadi
15th of Rabia Awal 1420 (April, 2000)
Kandahar

